
chapter 1

China and the
Seventeenth-Century World Crisis

Imperial rescript to the Board of Revenue and other yamen:

We are reminded that for a number of years now there has been
no surcease from military hostilities. Hundreds of millions have
been spent on urgently needed supplies. Added to that, there
have been floods and droughts, and the little people have found
it difficult to eat. The local officials cannot soothe and pacify
them, and as a result, they become vagabonds who cut off Our
roads. The entire world within Our territorial boundaries is part
of Our own personal Mandate. Unable to endure the sight and
sound of such misery, We find no solace in sleeping and eating.
The time to rescue and protect them cannot be postponed. The
Board of Revenue and other yamen have charge of certain tax
revenues. Let them all clearly ascertain the actual amount of
silver taels in their treasuries, and then quickly come forward
and let Us see. Special rescript. Twenty-third day of the second
month of Shunzhi eleven (1654).

The fall of the Ming house (1368–1644) and the rise of the Qing regime
(1644–1911) was one of the most colorful and abrupt dynastic succes-
sions in all of Chinese history. Yet in spite of the Manchus’ sudden occu-
pation of Beijing in 1644, only six weeks after the Ming emperor com-
mitted suicide just outside the vermilion walls of the Forbidden City, the
transition from Ming to Qing was no sudden coup d’état. Whether from
our own detached perspective in the present or from the closer vantage
points ofMing subjects andQing conquerors at the time, the changemust
appear part of amuch longer process: the economic decline of seventeenth-
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century commerce, the social disintegration of the Ming order, and the
political consolidation of Qing rule.

LateMingChina’s connectionwith a globalmonetary system is by now
quite clear to historians. Because of a constant deficit in the balance of
payments in favor of Chinese goods and industries, silver flowed toChina’s
Weltwirtschaft from all over the world. “Long before Europeans knew
the world in its totality, the globe was already divided up into more or
less centralized andmore or less coherent zones, that is, into several world
economies that coexisted.”1Within the East Asian economic zone during
the early 1600s, China probably imported an average of 33,000 to
48,000 kilograms of silver from Japan per year, and from outside that
zone evenmore specie flowed into “the tomb of Europeanmoneys.”China
during the seventeenth century, through tradewith the Spanish Philippines,
became the major recipient of American silver, receiving in a good year
between two and three million pesos (57,500–86,250 kilograms).2

Some historians have argued that this flow of bullion into China from
European dominions in the Americas was only a secondary surplus trade.3

Wewould maintain, however, that East Asia formed its ownworld econ-
omy, “eineWelt für sich,”with core and peripheries, though without the
overseas settlements and colonies of the corresponding European world
economy.4 China, at the center of this system, drew as much as 20 per-
cent of all silver mined in Spanish America directly across the Pacific via
galleon toManila and thence to Guangdong, Fujian, and Zhejiang in ex-
change for silks and porcelains. Other American bullion found its way
indirectly through the Central Asian trade at Bokhara. As much as half
of the precious metal mined in the NewWorld may have thus ended up
in China. When this quantity is combined with the silver exported from
Japan, the total amount of specie annually reaching China in the first
third of the seventeenth century was at least 250,000 to265,000 kilo-
grams and probably considerably more.

Although at a considerable remove, the Chinese economy stood ready
to be badly affected by the severe depression that struck the worldwide
trading system centered on Seville between 1620 and 1660. Before the
European trade depression of the 1620s, the numbers of Chinese ships
calling at Manila amounted to as many as forty-one per year. By 1629
this number had fallen to six vessels, and, as trade relations with Cen-
tral Asia attenuated at the same time, the supply of silver reaching China
from the New World dwindled. During the 1630s, silver began to flow
again in great quantities. TheManila galleon continued to bring supplies
from New Spain, the Macaonese carried Japanese silver to Canton, and
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yetmore specie came fromGoa toMacao through the Straits ofMalacca.5

But then, in the late 1630s and early 1640s, this flow was again and even
more drastically interrupted, just at a time when the highly commer-
cialized regional economy of the lowerYangzi had come to depend more
andmore upon expanding amounts of money to counter inflation.6After
1634 Philip IV took measures to restrict the shipment of exports from
Acapulco; in the winter of 1639–40, many of the Chinese merchants in
Manila were massacred by the Spanish and natives; in 1640 the Japa-
nese cut off all trade withMacao; and in 1641Malacca fell to the Dutch,
who severed the connection between Goa andMacao. Chinese silver im-
ports plummeted.7

One of the secular effects upon the bimetallic copper and silver cur-
rency system of China may have been a steadily worsening copper in-
flation during the lateMing—an inflation that drove up the price of grain
in heavily populated areas like theYangzi River delta, causing great hard-
ship to the urban population there. The immediate impact of the drastic
curtailment of silver shipments between 1635 and 1640 was even worse
on residents of that area, which depended so much upon sericulture for
its livelihood. As the international trade in silk waned, causing yet a fur-
ther decline in silver imports, silk-growing areas like Huzhou in north-
ern Zhejiang grew economically depressed.8

At the same time, after two centuries of dramatic population growth
(between 1400 and 1600, China’s population may have increased from
65 million to more than 150 million), climate and disease took their toll.
Unusually severe weather struck China between 1626 and 1640, around
the beginning of the Maunder Minimum (otherwise known as “the little
ice age of Louis XIV,” 1647–1715), when the earth’s climate fell to the
lowest temperatures since a.d. 1000. Extreme droughts were followed
by major floods, which were exacerbated by the decline of “controlled
hydraulic works” (zhudi) during the previous century.9 Frequent famines,
accompanied by plagues of locusts and smallpox, produced starvation
and mass death during the same period. The result was an extraordinary
depopulation during the late Ming; one scholar has even suggested that
between 1585 and 1645, the population of China may have dropped by
as much as 40 percent.10 There was in any case an unusual demographic
dip in China during the years coinciding with the global economic de-
pression: “At approximately the same times China and India probably
advanced and regressed in the same rhythm as the West, as though all
humanity were in the grip of a primordial cosmic destiny that wouldmake
the rest ofman’s history seem, in comparison, of secondary importance.”11
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This common demographic decline has led historians to believe that
China participated in the same general seventeenth-century crisis that
gripped the Mediterranean world.

From the perspective of many of those actually suffering from the in-
flationary trends of the lateMing, their economic difficulties were mainly
to be attributed to the growing monetization of the economy. Con-
temporary gentry commonly bemoaned commercialization and exalted
the simpler life of a century or two earlier, when people were more self-
sufficient andmuch less caught up inmarketing relationships.12One early
seventeenth-century gazetteer, for instance, contrasted themoral and eco-
nomic tranquility of the Hongzhi reign (1488–1505), when arable fields
were plentiful, houses were abundant, mountains forested, villages peace-
ful, and bandits absent, with the turmoil and social disruption of the Jia-
jing period (1522–66), when property frequently changed hands, prices
fluctuated, rich and poor grew socially apart, andmarket conditions grew
complicated. By 1600, the gazetteer stated, the situation was even worse:
“One out of a hundred is wealthy, but nine out of ten are impoverished.
The impoverished are unable to oppose the wealthy so that, contrary to
what should be, the few control the many. Silver and copper cash seem
to dominate even Heaven and Earth.”13

Modern historians have commonly attributed the economic difficul-
ties of the late Ming to a systemic breakdown affecting the entire social
order.14 The early Ming pattern of a self-sustaining administration, with
taxes in kind supplied by tax collectors among the people, military costs
covered by self-sufficient hereditary garrisons, and labor services provided
by corvee or permanently registered hereditary occupational groups, had
depended upon the central government’s ability tomaintain efficient reg-
istration and allocation procedures.15The monetization of the economy;
the move of the primary capital to Beijing, away from the major grain-
producing regions in the lower Yangzi River delta; and the lack of ra-
tional procedures at the center of the bureaucracy to perpetuate the ide-
ally self-sustaining population units all led to a breakdown.

The erosion of the older system of state finance under the influence of
new economic pressures can be seen in the civil service system. For ex-
ample, in the earlyMing, the civil service and the kinsmen of the emperor
were supposed to live off imperial prebends which had been fixed in
bushels of rice when the sole capital was in Nanjing. When the primary
capital was moved north, the rice stipends were converted into payments
of another kind: first paper currency, then bolts of cloth, and finally sil-
ver. The rate of exchange was based upon grain prices at that time. Dur-
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ing the following two centuries, grain prices rose more or less constantly,
yet the stipend expressed in taels (ounces) of silver remained relatively con-
stant. By 1629, the subsidies to civil officers and imperial clansmen in Bei-
jing (of whom there were approximately forty thousand in the capital
alone) amounted only to 150,000 taels, or less than 1 percent of the na-
tional budget. Private engrossment was the inevitable result. Thus, al-
though the problem of low salaries leading to corruption was a recurring
one in Chinese history, it was particularly acute during the lateMing.Offi-
cials at all levels acquired additional income through embezzlement and
other illegal means. In 1643 the Chongzhen emperor (r. 1628–44) decided
to test the reliability of the military rationing system and secretly checked
to see how much of a Ministry of War allotment of forty thousand taels
dispensed for supplies actually reached the garrisons in the northeast (Liao-
dong). His investigators reported that none of the funds had reached their
destination; they had simply disappeared along the way.16

This was a given of conventional historiography, of course: the belief
that rulers’ moral decline lost the reigning dynasty its mandate to rule.
But in this case, even though it would be difficult to weigh the relative
cost of monarchical misrule against the consequences of the global eco-
nomic depression analyzed above, there is no question that individual
rulers’ expensive habits of consumption added indirectly to the burden
of the fisc upon the populace.

Especially condemnedwas theWanli emperor (r. 1573–1619), who had
repeatedly diverted government funds for palace building, confused the
privy and public purses, and allowed his purveyors to deduct regularly a
20 percent kickback on all costs regardless of any other “squeeze.”17 But
despite his own particular heedlessness and irresponsibility, theWanli em-
peror was simply one among many Ming emperors who had to support
an enormous personal establishment in the Forbidden City. By the sev-
enteenth century there were three thousand court ladies and close to
twenty thousand eunuchs in the imperial palace in Beijing.18The eunuchs
were partly there to look after the emperor’s wives, but that task con-
stituted only a minor portion of their functions. Acting as the emperor’s
private servants, they administered a large bureaucracy composed of
twelve palace directorates, controlled the imperial tax bureaus and gov-
ernment storehouses, managed the government’s salt monopoly and cop-
per mines, collected the rents from the imperial estates (which at one time
composed one-seventh of the private property in the country and took
up most of the land in the eight districts around the capital), supervised
the Guards’ Army protecting the capital, and formed a secret police force
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(the dreaded Eastern Depot or dong chang), which had complete pow-
ers of arrest, torture, and even execution quite apart from the regular
judiciary.

A powerful arm of the throne, the eunuch establishment attractedmore
castrati than it could readily support.19 The opportunities in the palace
for corruption, petty and otherwise, were endless, and the eunuch di-
rectorates ended by being an enormous financial burden for the Ming
ruling house. Ironically, eunuchs themselves often acted as the emperor’s
tax collectors for the supernumerary charges that were tacked on to reg-
ular tax quotas as commercial imposts during the late Ming, but they
still failed to pay for themselves.20 Despite emergency land-tax increases
after 1618, the Ministry of Finance was fortunate to be able to account
for 70 percent of the twenty-one million taels it was supposed to receive.
The emperor’s privy purse, which was partly filled with funds from the
public coffers, did not fare much better. The dynasty’s fiscal starvation
was aptly, if somewhat comically, represented in an anecdote detailing
an incident that occurred in 1643. During that autumn, the Chongzhen
emperor supposedly expressed his desire to check the inventory of some
of the rooms in his treasury. The doorkeeper, when summoned, repeat-
edly pretended that he could not find the proper keys to open the vault.
When the vault finally was opened, the emperor found it empty of all
but a small red box with a few faded receipts.21

In addition to being such a visible burden on the public fisc, eunuchs
also symbolized to the public at large the isolation of most late Ming
monarchs from their outer court and bureaucracy.22 Serving as they did
as intermediaries between the inner court and the outside world, eunuch
palace directors soon assumed the function of transmitting memorials
from the ministries to the throne and drafting the monarch’s rescripts
and edicts in return. Consequently, it became unnecessary for the em-
peror himself to deal with the regular bureaucracy directly.23

Whereas earlier Ming emperors like Taizu, the Hongwu emperor (r.
1368–98), and Chengzu, theYongle emperor (r. 1403–24), had used their
private agents to increase their own personal control over the govern-
ment, the growing strength of the eunuchs caused later Ming rulers ac-
tually to lose power and authority over the bureaucracy. Sometimes em-
perors simply ceased seeing their regular ministers at all, becoming mere
puppets in the hands of the personal secretaries and eunuch directors who
shielded them from the outside. There was not a single court audience
between 1469 and 1497; and during the sixteenth century, Shizong, the
Jiajing emperor, and Shenzong, theWanli emperor, each held only a sin-
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gle audience with their ministry heads.24Consequently, officials who had
never even set eyes upon their monarch—a shadowy figure somewhere
deep within the palace—lost confidence in the certainty of any imperial
action. Knowing that personal whim might prevail in each case, they
formed alliances with individual eunuch directors, or gathered informal
(and illegal) political factions of their own to promote decisions. Prac-
tices of political patronage through the examination system deepened this
factionalism, so that by the 1620s the central bureaucracy was riven with
deep cleavages that led ultimately to political purges and life-and-death
struggles between groups like the Donglin Academy literati and the eu-
nuch director Wei Zhongxian’s allies. Even relatively trivial issues be-
came inflamed by this factionalism, and the result was often a deadlock
rather than a decision.25

Under these conditions, both economic and political, the social fab-
ric of the empire began to unravel. By the Chongzhen era, the poor and
starving were coming to the cities, trying to support themselves by beg-
ging or stealing; and entire rural districts in central Chinawere deserted.26

There were more and more signs of growing public indignation on the
part of the indigent as well as those members of the gentry shocked by
the growing animosity between rich and poor during these years.27A folk
song of the period, addressed to the Lord of Heaven, is tellingly worded:

Old skymaster,
You’re getting on, your ears are deaf, your eyes are gone.
Can’t see people, can’t hear words.
Glory for those who kill and burn;
For those who fast and read the scriptures,
Starvation.
Fall down, old master sky, how can you be so high?
How can you be so high? Come down to earth.28

After the great Henan famine of 1640–41, hundreds of thousands of out-
raged and suffering peasants began to gather under the banners of rebel
leaders like Li Zicheng, who began to entertain imperial ambitions of
their own.29

Public services simultaneously began to collapse.30 In 1629 the gov-
ernment postal system was ordered cut by 30 percent to reduce costs, but
the result was a breakdown in communications, so that officials them-
selves had to hire mercenaries to travel on the highways of the empire.31

As many posts fell vacant, the “arteries” (xuemai) of the empire were
blocked, and after 1630 officials in the provinces could no longer be cer-
tain that their memorials would reach the capital.32 In the 1630s private
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parties often took over the management of such public functions as
firefighting, irrigation, charitable welfare, relief granaries, even local law
and order.33 The public/private distinction in the management of these
activities had never been cut and dried, but now conscientiousmagistrates
had to pay out of their own pockets to hire private militiamen, and local
gentry drilled their own “village troops” (xiangbing) for self-defense.

For the enemy at the gates could just as easily be a Ming soldier as a
peasant rebel. When thirty thousand soldiers of General Zuo Liangyu
entered Hubei in 1636, ostensibly to pursue the rebel Zhang Xianzhong,
the inhabitants had to flee into palisades in the hills in order to save the
women’s honor and their own lives.34And later, in 1642 and 1643, when
General Zuo mutinied against his own Ming emperor, the residents of
Jiangnan in the lower Yangzi delta felt that they had more to fear from
him than from the rebels themselves. Whether fighting on the side of the
emperor or with the rebels dedicated to his overthrow, armies like Zuo
Liangyu’s reflected a general pattern of uncontrolled militarization. Sta-
ble social structures thus seemed to be giving way to ambulant military
states which finally brought down a ruling house long overwhelmed by
social forces it could not control.35

From the perspective of the Qing rulers who eventually won the em-
pire that Chongzhen and his ancestors had lost, the great enterprise (da
ye) of conquering China had begun long before 1644—perhaps around
1618, with the fall of Fushun in the Northeast. The Manchu conquest
ultimately required about two-thirds of a century to be completed, cul-
minating with the victory of the Kangxi emperor (r. 1662–1722) over
theThree Feudatories and the Zheng regime onTaiwan in 1681 and 1683.
The political consolidation of Qing rule was consequently a long and
drawn-out process, beginning with a period of preparation along the
marches of the Ming empire, passing through a time of experimentation
as adjustments were made to the Ming institutions which the Manchus
had inherited in Beijing, and then resulting in a subtle blend of “Chi-
nese” and “barbarian” modes of rule in which Manchus and Han each
had to accept the reality of Qing power on terms not initially their own.

Critical to this political process of rise, adjustment, and fulfillment were
the Chinese who collaborated in the Manchus’ development into impe-
rial Confucian dynasts. TheseHan played different roles at different times,
and their social backgrounds corresponded to successive stages of the
conquest: early transfrontiersmenwho took on aManchu identity among
the tribal aristocracy as Nurhaci rose to power, Liaodongmilitarists who
formed a new Han banner elite of their own as the northern provinces
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were brought under domination, northern Chinese landed gentry who
claimed high political roles for themselves in exchange for helping the
Manchu prince regent Dorgon take over the central government in Bei-
jing, and Jiangnan literati who accepted jobs as pacification commis-
sioners in order to facilitate the civil conquest of the southwithout blood-
shed and strife. With the exception perhaps of the first group, many of
these Han supporters of the Qing remained ambivalent toward the
Manchus.36 The Manchus were not without comparable ambivalences
of their own.

Individual Manchu rulers could not do without the collaboration of
Chinese officials in order to best members of their own aristocracy; and
yet they also knew how quickly they, as monarchs in the Han imperial
style, could easily become too sinified to retain the loyalty and affection
of their own people. And, as much as they were grateful to the most help-
ful Chinese collaborators for teaching them how to rule the empire in
Confucianways, sowere someManchu rulers also contemptuous of these
turncoats, despising their sense of expediency and condemning their
moral compromise.37 As Dorgon (r. 1643–51) put it: “The Chongzhen
emperor was all right. It’s just that his military officers were of bogus
merit and trumped up their victories; while his civil officials were greedy
and broke the law. That’s why he lost the empire.”38 But precisely be-
cause this judgment cast the fall of the Ming in terms acceptable to Han
scholar-officials, the Confucian political accommodation transcended eth-
nic differences and suited common class interests. Just as bourgeoisie and
aristocracy came to a compromise with the absolutist state in France and
elsewhere in Europe to settle internal social instabilities during the last
half of the seventeenth century, so did the Chinese landowning elite and
the Manchu monarchy agree after the notorious 1661 Jiangnan tax case
to restrict both the gentry’s tax-exemption privileges and Manchu mili-
tary prerogatives in favor of stable civil rule.39

However, this mutual accommodation was accompanied by a certain
moral uneasiness.40 In return for giving up the flamboyant ethical hero-
ism of Ming loyalists, Chinese adherents of the Qing dynasty gained a
substantial opportunity to carry out the kinds of political reforms that
actually did stabilize the central government in a way that the more self-
righteous literati of the Chongzhen court could never accomplish. In ex-
change for the right to say that they had lived up to their Confucian vo-
cation by effectively “pulling the people out of the water and fire,”
however, those same collaborators also lost a certain kind of intellectual
autonomy and moral commitment, so that ethical philosophers became
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scholarly academicians, and political leaders turned into bureaucratic ad-
ministrators.41 The spiritual uneasiness that collaboration provoked
even among the most expedient Han officials who served the early Qing
government led to an even greater zeal for moderate reforms. It was as
though such men could, by dint of soberly rationalizing the Ming insti-
tutions their Manchu masters had inherited, allay their own private
moral anxieties about serving alien rulers. A series of piecemeal solutions—
revised cadastral surveys and tax collection methods, new andmore effec-
tive forms of bureaucratic communication, functionally differentiated
hydraulic conservancy administrations, and specially designed local con-
trol mechanisms to police the provinces around the Chinese capital—
made it possible for the Qing state to rebuild the power of the central
government with unusual rapidity. Political stability accompanied and
even accelerated economic recovery, if only by facilitating the interre-
gional transport of goods, by encouraging the circulation of hoarded sil-
ver, and by stabilizing grain prices.42 The Chinese polity and the society
it governed were thus able to recover from the seventeenth-century cri-
sis sooner than any major power in the world.

By 1661, the population of some Jiangnanmarket towns and cities had
returned to sixteenth-century levels.43 In Suzhou and Hangzhou, where
all the looms had been destroyed in 1644–45, textile manufacture had
resumed by at least 1659 and in 1686 had returned to original produc-
tion levels, both by implementing the old Ming tangzhang (hall-chief )
quotas and by instituting a centralized manufacturing system known as
mai si zhao jiang (buying silk and summoning artisans).44 The same re-
covery could be seen by 1688 in Jingdezhen’s porcelain works. By the
late 1680s, people were eating as well in Beijing as they had been before
1620, and north China was rapidly developing a new stratum of wealthy
peasants (funong).45 Between 1683 and 1712 there was a 23 percent in-
crease in the amount of land under cultivation, which came to be 93 per-
cent of what it had been in 1626. Cultivated acreage by 1770 had in-
creased to 950millionmu (approximately 58million hectares), compared
with 600 million mu (37 million hectares) in 1650. Between 1661 and
1685, there was a 13.3 percent increase in the amount of fu tax and a
43.7 percent increase in the revenues from the salt gabelle. By 1685, in
fact, the total amount of land tax, salt income, and miscellaneous taxes
entering the government treasury was twenty-nine million taels. And
within another hundred years, the population of China was to increase
roughly threefold.46

To be sure, along with the general recovery of economic productivity
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during the early Qing, there was also a partial restriction on markets as
a result of the reduced amount of silver in circulation. In the late 1660s
the quantity of silver in circulation may have declined by as much as two
million taels per year, owing both to the closing of the seacoast against
the Zheng regime on Taiwan and to the accumulation of bullion reserves
in the imperial treasury. During the early years of the Kangxi reign, com-
modity prices mainly fell for want of currency to buy grain, meat, and
cloth, and in Jiangnan the cost of rice dropped from 3 to 0.5 taels per
dan. Falling prices may also have reflected resumption of production, of
course, but presumably both prices and the circulation of commodities
increased when more silver became available after the treasury reserves
were spent during the war against the Three Feudatories, and after the
coastal ban was lifted in 1684–85.47

If the evolution of the capitalist nation-state, as it developed in early
modern Europe, is regarded as teleologically progressive, then the early
Qing political and economic recovery may have been—in terms of crisis
theorists—a pseudosolution to the catastrophe of the lateMing. Its form
of development offered no fundamental alternative to the old imperium,
although the restoration of dynastic order did bring a new sense of per-
manence to the ancien régime—a regime that became the envy of Euro-
pean absolutist rulers who may have misjudged its ultimate wealth and
power.48 For the Manchu monarchy erected, upon the solid institutional
foundation laid by Dorgon, Shunzhi, and Kangxi, an imperial super-
structure of awesome proportions, clothed in dazzling cultural array. For
nearly another two centuries, while China’s borders expanded to incor-
porate nearly twice as much territory as the Ming had ruled, there were
no serious domestic and no genuine external rivals to challenge Manchu
rule over China.49

But there was a paradoxical price to the Pax Manchurica of the High
Qing. The great wars of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries on the
European continent—where the locus of economic superiority had
shifted from the Mediterranean to the North Sea—took place between
nearly equal combatants, so that those states were forced both to rev-
olutionize their military technology and to rationalize their autocratic
administrative systems.50 China, lacking competitive contenders, had
no overwhelming need to improve its military technology beyond the
stage needed to conquer relatively backward inner Asian peoples, re-
strain Cossack adventurers, andmaintain suzerainty over Southeast Asia
and Korea.51

Furthermore, although the establishment of the Grand Council in the
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eighteenth century represented a new centralization of power at the high-
est levels of the imperial government, the fiscal reforms of theYongzheng
period (1723–35)—reforms which might have given the Qing state the
fiscal means it needed later in order to tax its population more effectively
during its struggle with the West—were not sustained for more than a
few years.52 Between 1753 and 1908, land taxes rose from about 55 mil-
lion to 102 million taels of silver, but national county-level tax revenues
fell on the average from 0.0942 to 0.0706 taels per mu of land over the
same period. And even when customs duties were included, the revenues
of the central government at the end of the nineteenth century came to
less than 6 percent of the country’s gross national product—an extra-
ordinarily low figure at the time.53

The maintenance of this relatively inelastic tax system was not just
because of the absence of earlier adversaries formidable enough to force
rationalizations upon the Qing imperial system. It was also because of
the sheer success of the early Qing state in recovering political stability
through the use of remarkably advanced but still quite traditional insti-
tutions and techniques. Power was strongly centralized without being
thoroughly rationalized. Monarchical authority waxed while bureau-
cratic initiative waned.

In 1835, still somewhat imbued with the philosophes’ admiring image
of China, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote: “Travelers tell us that the Chinese
have tranquility without happiness, industry without progress, stability
without strength, andmaterial order without public morality.With them
society gets along fairly well, never very well. I imagine that when China
is open to Europeans they will find it the finest model of administrative
centralization in the world.”54

The Europeans who finally did force open China’s gates found the
Qing empire less well governed than Tocqueville had thought. Author-
ity was still strongly centralized, but the administrative periphery was
already losing touch with the command posts of the bureaucracy. Even
worse, the entire system had hardened, relinquishing the resilience it had
enjoyed under early Qing rule.55 The very success of the Manchus’ ini-
tial reconstruction of imperial order in the seventeenth century made it
difficult to contemplate institutional alternatives when China finally en-
tered a new stage of world history in the nineteenth century: a stage in
which remote and often invisible ties linking separate world economies
were replaced by more direct and immediate political connections that
created a single global system under the aegis of European imperialism.56

The seventeenth-century crisis in China occurred within an East Asian
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world economy affected by general global phenomena related to climate
and disease, and furthermore connected by indirect economic conjunc-
ture to the Atlantic Weltwirtschaft then emerging. The precise linkages
of this conjuncture have yet to be explored; there is even the possibility
that China, emerging as rapidly as it did from the global crisis of 1650,
provided an important trigger for European economic recovery through
the tea and silk trades of the early 1700s.57During that same period, how-
ever, China fell back upon itself. Ostensibly controlling its own ports of
trade, especially after 1759, the Qing dynasty chose to develop its world-
empire without formally recognizing the triangular tea and opium trade
that was drawing it into a world economy dominated by the British em-
pire.58Within its confines, as population growth literally changed the face
of the country by deforestation and polderization, China’s domestic econ-
omy flourished.59 Though we are barely beginning to understand the re-
lationship between that endogenous growth and changes in the world
economy outside the Chinese empire, it is clear that political institutions
designed tomaintain Shunzhi’s “entireworldwithinOur territorial bound-
aries” were inadequate defenses against the powerful industrial states
that arose in theWest after 1800. China’s recovery from the seventeenth-
century global crisis was remarkably rapid. Its recovery from the shock
of the discovery two hundred years later that China was inevitably a part
of world history, and on terms not necessarily of its own choosing, has
yet to be fully accomplished.
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